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Web tables contain a large amount of useful knowledge. Takco
is a new large-scale platform designed for extracting facts from
tables that can be added to Knowledge Graphs (KGs) like Wikidata.
Focusing on achieving high precision, current techniques are biased
towards extracting redundant facts, i.e., facts already in the KG.
Takco aims to find more novel facts, still at high precision. Our
demonstration has two goals. The first one is to illustrate the main
features of Takco’s novel interpretation algorithm. The second goal
is to show to what extent other state-of-the-art systems are biased
towards the extraction of redundant facts using our platform, thus
raising awareness on this important problem.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Knowledge Graphs (KGs) are the main vehicle to publish large
volumes of factual knowledge on the web. The largest KGs (e.g.,
Wikidata) contain billions of statements which are widely used to
enhance tasks like question answering, data integration, semantic
search, or named entity recognition.
The usefulness of KGs depends on how much accurate knowl-
edge they contain. Therefore, it is important to discover missing
facts at high precision. While some KGs are created manually (cu-
rated), large-scale KG construction should be automated, e.g., by
mining data from the web. To this end, we would like to exploit the
large amount of knowledge that is available as (HTML) tables on
web pages, as spreadsheets, or as publicly available datasets.
Performing KG extraction from web tables can be decomposed
into two main operations: table interpretation and slot filling [3].
The first task consists of linking the structure and content of the
table with concepts and relations in the KG. Table interpretation has
been the subject of several prior works, e.g. [5, 8], most of which
focus primarily on the interpretation of entity tables, which are
tables where each row describes one entity and columns represent
attributes. A newer class of systems focus instead on n-ary tables,
i.e., tables that express relations are more complex than binary
ones [4]. N-ary tables are more difficult to interpret; indeed research
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Figure 1: Difference between novel (yellow) and redundant
extractions (white) returned by an extraction pipeline
on this problem is at its infancy with many challenges still viewed
as open research questions.
After the table is correctly interpreted, we can extract facts that
should be added to the KG. This operation is also known as slot
filling, as the empty ‘slots’ in the KG are filled with new facts [6].
Table interpretation strongly affects the quality of slot filling since
errors in the former can no longer be corrected. Because of this,
state-of-the-art techniques aim for high precision by pruning out
many potential assignments.
While maximizing precision is desirable, it has been observed
that this strategy leads to a high number of redundant extrac-
tions [2, 7]. Fig. 1 provides a graphical definition of such extractions:
Given an existing KG (blue), the facts returned by an extraction
system (green), and a gold standard (red), the redundant facts are
the ones which are already in the KG (white). The bias towards
redundant extractions is exacerbated when more of the information
in the table is novel, which is known as the knowledge gap problem.
This introduces a trade-off: One the one hand we wish to return
extractions with high precision to avoid errors. On the other hand,
we would like to avoid returning facts which we already know.
With the goal of achieving high precision without sacrificing
the number of novel extractions, we recently introduced a new
system called Takco [3, 4]. Takco is a new end-to-end platform
to extract knowledge both from entity and n-ary tables. The goal
of our demonstration is twofold: First, we would like to show the
capabilities of our engine using realistic Web datasets. Since Takco
outperformed other methods on standard benchmarks, this demon-
stration also illustrates the performance of the state-of-the-art for
knowledge extraction from tables. The second goal is to use our
tool to visually show the amount and quality of novel extractions.
In this way, we can provide a demonstration of the effect of the
redundancy bias mentioned above, hoping to raise awareness on
this important issue and to stimulate further research.
We identified three classes of users that should be interested on
our demo: Researchers on knowledge base completion, contributors
to open KGs, and benchmark creators. We provide below a short
description of what we intend to demonstrate for each category of
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Figure 2: Measuring the novelty of extracted facts
Figure 3: Fine tuning interpretation on Wikipedia tables
users. A short video that gives a high-level overview of what we
plan to showcase is available online1. In addition, we refer to our
public code repository2 and documentation3 for more details about
the system.
2 TAKCO
Takco is a system that we recently introduced with the goal of
extracting novel facts from web tables. Like other existing systems,
Takco is designed to extract knowledge from tables that describe
entities (entity tables), but is also capable of processing tables that
describe n-ary relations. Details can be found in [3] and [4]. Here, we
limit ourselves to provide a brief description of the main algorithms
that highlight Takco’s main features.
For entity tables, the system first identifies a pool of candidate
entities from aKG. Then, it calculates a prior probability distribution
by matching the attributes of the candidate entity in the KG to other
cell values in the same row, and then re-weights these matches by
the salience of the relations in the table. Finally, it perform entity
linking by constructing a Probabilistic Graphical Model (PGM) and
performing a collective disambiguation of all cells with Loopy Belief
Propagation (LBP) [1]. This way, Takco leverages the assumption
that entities that occur together in a column are alike, resulting in
more coherent predictions. Since Takco relies on both label salience




!  TAKCO  Dataset: t2d-v2 KG: dbpedia_t2ksubset
Novelty of dataset annotations
Label
916 / 23822 = 3% att. novel
3192 / 23822 = 13% val. novel
Class
1365 / 21366 = 6% novel
Property
11523 / 49657 = 23% att. novel
30222 / 49657 = 60% val. novel
Novelty (Attribute / Value)
Label Class Property
Table Class A↕ V↕ A▼ A↕ V↕
37856682_0_681890705 AdministrativeRegion .5 .4 .78
53989675_0_869748247 Lake .66
4444204_0_9514267905 City .2 .11 .50 .30 .49
21329809_0_552600840 City .1 .6 .45 .26 .65
70404164_0_549819597 City .2 .10 .38 .26 .56
77632062_0_229289237 City .0 .10 .38 .27 .56
91474256_0_964747655 City .2 .7 .36 .25 .56
38732532_0_142080364 Monarch .36 .18 .36
75154185_0_160762734 City .36 .23 .57
43469354_0_602901716 City .1 .3 .34 .23 .56
78891639_0_329995763 City .2 .6 .30 .28 .55
1614988_0_8789868670 Scientist .4 .37 .29 .10 .89
15700884_0_820422028 Company .4 .31 .27 .40 .59
29857217_0_961038783 Newspaper .27
9834884_0_3871985887 Museum .7 .30
72017594_0_705519857 Museum .10 .10
29886325_0_144817391 City .0 .6
10579449_0_168112635 Newspaper .7 .7
76836443_2_249332777 Scientist .20 .21
61753761_9_473518122 Museum .10 .25 .15 .50
62564020_0_383603004 Animal .19 .4 .55 .46
70515524_0_542599519 Monarch .8 .8 .95 .4
29021592_3_229913847 Monarch .16 .0 .33 .33
21333456_2_188649589 Scientist .16 .20
32051842_5_175789172 Museum .10 .47 .15 .68
64499281_8_718168388 Museum .10 .36 .15 .63
43237185_1_363635785 Scientist .15 .21 .26 .55
52208141_2_517168437 Museum .10 .21 .15 .47
41839679_0_300934417 Monarch .11 .17
9567241_0_5666388268 Newspaper
64207896_0_320670514 Monarch .12 .14
29412826_0_342270776 Museum .2 .11 .3 .52
26270372_1_377460793 Monarch .13 .6
79966524_0_148449211 Animal .13 .26 .57 .82
3887681_0_7938589465 Lake .1 .18 .53 .50
28086084_0_312766053 Saint .9 .27
12151277_0_126295473 Hospital
93078729_0_145125119 Lake .11 .88
73242003_5_484757198 VideoGame .11 .11 .11 .50
54112392_0_160015365 Lake
68442591_0_850682115 Hospital
68779923_4_183235097 Country .2 .5
61626303_0_266372209 RadioStation .9 .16
84575189_0_636569201 AcademicJournal
21337553_0_883237899 Mountain .3 .53 .7 .89
41480166_0_668123926 Saint .8 .21
69381058_0_984708047 Mountain .7 .39 .6 .47
80588006_0_696532521 Newspaper
32812626_0_542872414 Hospital .2 .27 .9 .82
61121469_0_633762071 Country .20 .20
51130304_0_303582225 Monarch .7 .6
71840765_0_666439184 Lake .7 .0 .7 .92
55027702_0_628532586 Lake .7 .0 .7 .92
49801939_0_696411342 Mountain .7 .25 .7 .96
21245481_0_873046008 Lake .4 .11
66329615_0_358585649 VideoGame .4 .4 .49 .48
48944826_0_232175136 VideoGame .6 .43 .6 .75
36102169_0_773945479 VideoGame .5 .24 .38 .65
28494901_6_702674414 Scientist .6 .48
64734047_0_588070530 Hospital .2 .34 .77 .12
91959037_0_790766168 VideoGame .5 .25
68779923_5_206703772 Country
10151359_0_816877977 Book .6 .6
55004961_0_290446754 Country
90325533_0_666826314 Hospital
22987653_0_777485211 Scientist .5 .14
79327346_0_578786373 Country .0 .8 .7 .56
11278409_0_374277147 Company .5 .10 .17 .92
29414811_2_477321989 VideoGame .4 .14 .30 .32
25933880_0_405855498 Wrestler .2 .41 .4 .98





























































Figure 4: Analysing the novelty of benchmark datasets
by disambiguating the entities with higher recall, while retaining
state-of-the-art precision. Moreover, Takco does not rely on any
assumptions w.r.t. the structure of the KG, as other systems do.
The interpretation of n-ary tables proceeds differently. First, the
system applies several heuristics to re-shape the table in a “normal”
form. Then, it performs schema matching and functional dependency
discovery to compute a first rudimentary interpretation of the table.
Finally, it clusters similar tables using multiple schema blocking and
matching components to improve the quality of the interpretation.
This approach is particularly interesting as it is the first end-to-end
method that is able to interpret n-ary tables.
The empirical evaluation reported in [3] and [4] have shown that
Takco has competitive performance. For instance, it was able to
improve the recall of entity linking by 17% over the state-of-the-art,
while retaining 92% precision on the T2D-v2 benchmark [5]. Takco
has also reported good performance in terms of novel extractions,
i.e., extracted facts that are not yet in the KG. In particular, it man-
aged improved recall by 25% compared to the state-of-the-art [3].
3 DEMONSTRATION SCENARIOS
Our demonstration is primarily intended for researchers and prac-
titioners who are interested in knowledge extraction from tables,
and more generally on the problem of automatic KG construction.
We categorized them as system developers, KG contributors, and/or
benchmark creators (note that the categories are often overlapping).
System Developers. Our platform supports rapid exploration of
configurations, and this is useful for system developers to evaluate
the impact of design decisions on extraction quality and novelty. We
will demonstrate the performance of Takco against other engines
on common datasets, and show how the performance varies with
different components in the KG completion pipeline. Finally, we
will use our platform to identify easy and hard tables with the
analytical tool shown in Fig. 2, and show the impact of changes
of their configuration in different contexts, e.g., tables of different
sizes, varying novelty and a different choice of KG.
KGContributors. For people interested in contributing novel facts
to an existing KG, we would like to show how to tune an tabular
KG completion pipeline for their own use-case. For instance, we
would demonstrate domain adaptation, i.e., how well a pipeline
tuned for one dataset would perform on another (See Fig. 3 for a
screenshot of the interface). Because practitioners are interested in
the generalizability on real data, the fact that Takco is KG-agnostic
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and that it can load datasets from different domains would allow
us to discuss real-world trade-offs.
Benchmark Creators. With the growing popularity of table in-
terpretation, it is fundamental to design better benchmark tools
that can stress the systems in key areas. To this end, we argue that
benchmark creators need fine-grained control over the knowledge
gap in order to tune for desirable properties of competing systems,
such as extraction novelty. To support our position, we will use
our tool, especially the interface shown in Fig. 4, to illustrate the
characteristics of existing benchmarks, and offer some insights into
what makes a novel facts from tables easy or difficult to extract.
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